
4. Inventory of sounds, their symbols and orthography

Yakan has a fairly simple phonological system. Few consonants and vowels have more than one

allophone and only a few morphemes undergo phonologically conditioned alternations. (For a full treatment see

Yakan Grammar, 2. Phonology.)

Consonants and vowels

There are 16 consonants and 5 vowels. All consonants except j, h, w, y and (glottal stop, which is

symbolized by an apostrophe) can occur as lengthened consonants. They are symbolized by a sequence of two

identical consonants. All vowels occur lengthened as well as short. Vowel length is symbolized by a macron

over the vowel.

The alphabetical order used in this dictionary is as follows:

a, a, b, d, e, e, g, h, I, i, j, k, \ 1, m, n, ng, 6, o, p, r, s, t, u, u, w, and y.

The glottal stop is written in Yakan wherever it occurs except word initially. If a glottal-initial word is

prefixed with a prefix which ends with a consonant, the glottal stop is not written as it is optional (e.g. aka -

magaka). But if it is prefixed by a vowel final prefix the glottal stop is written (e.g. aka - ta'aka).

The consonant r, an allophone of d, is written intervocalically within roots but not across morpheme

boundaries. It is also written in loan words. Other symbols ofthe Roman alphabet, such as c, f, v, and z, are used

in proper names and loan words.
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Vowel sequences

Vowel sequences are written with the transition consonant y or w between them, similar to the national

language. They are written according to the following rules:

If the vowels l\l or /e/ are the first in a sequence a lyl is inserted (e.g. iya' or leyat).

If the vowels /u/ or lol are the first in a sequence a Av/ is inserted (e.g. kuwat or owak).

If /a/ is followed by HI or Id the letter lyl is inserted (e.g. kayit or kayeg (kaleg)).

If /a/ is followed by IvJ or lol the letter /w/ is inserted (e.g. sawug or kawompang).

Reduplication

Reduplicated words are written with a hyphen for easier reading (e.g. manuk-manuk).

Word stress and shift

Word stress in Yakan is predictable. There are three degrees of stress: primary, secondary and weak

stress. A polysyllabic word has one primary stress; if a word has more than three syllables, it also has a

secondary stress. Syllables with neither primary nor secondary stress carry weak stress, such as monosyllabic

words. Primary stress always occurs on the penultimate syllable of the word. In words with four or five

syllables, secondary stress always comes two syllables before the primary stress.

SufRxation (always one syllable) causes stress to shift one syllable to the right.

Vowel change

A nong Yakan speakers on the eastern part of Basilan Island, a vowel change from a to e in certain

phonological environments has been noted. (In all other areas where Yakan is spoken, a is retained. In the

following section word stress is marked by the double quote ".)

"labo' + -ne -» le"bo'ne 'he drops down (s.t.)*

"asu + -in -* e"suhin 'the dog'

This vowel change spreads leftward in all syllables preceding the stressed one.

mag- + pa- + "labo* + -an -*megpele"bo'an 'to repeatedly drop s.t*

The change of a to e may even occur across morpheme boundaries within a phrase.

"a'a "bahi' mi"ya'an -* e'e behV mi"ya fan 'that old person'

person old that

There is an important exception to this vowel change. The vowel a does not become e if the newly

stressed syllable is an open syllable with the vowel a, and the vowels of the syllables preceding the stressed

syllable are also a.

ta- + "aka + kit -» ta*a"kaku *I happened to tell'

maka- + "kale -> maka"kale 'to be able to hear*

paka- + "tabang + -an -» pakata "bangan 'to ask for help'

This exception does not apply if the stressed syllable is a closed syllable.

mag- + "gantV -» meg'gantV *to change'

Contractions

Two or three-syllable words are often contracted into one syllable, as in:

ga'i -> gey 'not'
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ia'i -+ ley 'there*

kami -> kay 'we' (exclusive)

diyalem -* dem 'in, inside'

harap -* hap 'to, towards*

The words which exhibit this phenomenon do not include verbs, nouns, and adjectives.

Phonologically conditioned alternations

A few morphemes in Yakan undergo phonologically-conditioned alternations which involve nasal

assimilation, consonant deletion, vowel deletion, and consonant insertion.

Nasal assimilation and consonant deletion with the prefix Nan-

The verb affix Nan- has different surface forms, depending on the initial consonant of the verb stem.

Stems beginning with m, /i, and ng

The prefix Nan- never occurs with a stem beginning with a nasal.

Stems beginning with g and d

Before stems beginning with g and certain (but not all) stems beginning with d, the final n of Nan-

obligatorily assimilates to the same point of articulation as the initial consonant of the stem.

Nan-



Nan-



6 Explanatory notes

The noun kayu' 'piece, item' is an exception to this pattern. When kayu' is preceded by piye 'how many'

or certain numbers ending in a vowel (but not all such numbers), -k, rather than -N is added to the measurement

phrase.

piye
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